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Additive manufacturing (or three-dimensional (3D) printing) is constantly growing as an
innovative process for the production of complex-shape components. Among the seven
recognized 3D printing technologies, fused deposition modeling (FDM) covers a very
important role, not only for producing representative 3D models, but, mainly due to the
development of innovative material like Peek and Ultem, also for realizing structurally
functional components. However, being FDM a production process involving high ther-
mal gradients, non-negligible deformations and residual stresses may affect the 3D
printed component. In this work we focus on meso/macroscopic simulations of the FDM
process using ABAQUS software. After describing in detail the methodological process, we
investigate the impact of several parameters and modeling choices (e.g., mesh size, mate-
rial model, time-step size) on simulation outcomes and we validate the obtained results
with experimental measurements. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4041626]

1 Introduction

Additive manufacturing (also known as three-dimensional (3D)
printing) is a disruptive technology, changing design paradigms,
distribution good chains, economical business models, and paving
the way for innovative applications. Among the many available
3D printing processes, fused deposition modeling (FDM) is the
most widespread, flexible, and economic one. FDM is a 3D print-
ing technology in which a thermoplastic material is extruded
through a nozzle to construct layer by layer the desired part. It
was patented in 1992 by Crump [1] and, during more than 20
years, such a technology has been used for a wide spectrum of
applications ranging from mechanics [2], biomedicine [3], elec-
tronics [4], and social applications [5]. When the original patent
expired, a lot of companies started to produce low cost FDM
printers and the interest of the market on this technology has
increased, together with a large variety of materials to be
extruded. Currently, thermoplastic filaments range from acryloni-
trile butadiene styrene (ABS) and polylactic acid (PLA) to techno-
polymers like polyether ether ketone (Peek) or polytherimide
(Ultem), which can be used to produce also structurally functional
components.

Within FDM technology, the filament is first heated to a semi-
molten state and then extruded, while the nozzle moves following
a predefined printing path. After deposition, the thermal energy is
dissipated through conduction (within and between the filaments)
as well as convection and radiation (both between the filament
and the external environment). The heating and the subsequent

cooling processes, leading the semi-molten filament to re-assume
a solid state, are characterized by high thermal gradients inducing
residual stresses on the printed component [6], stresses that can
consequently produce part distortions, either during the printing
process itself or after the component removal from the building
plate [7].

Therefore, thermal gradients strongly influence the quality of
the produced parts together with other several printing parameters,
like extrusion temperature, chamber temperature, nozzle velocity,
and extruded filament dimensions. Most importantly, it has been
experimentally proved that such parameters can affect not only
the shape [8] and the dimensions [9] of the printed part but also its
mechanical properties [10], including the yielding strength and
the strain at failure [11].

In this context, mechanical simulations aiming at predicting
residual stresses and part deformation are attracting more and
more interests from research institutions and industries. In the last
years, several studies in the literature focused on the prediction of
the mechanical behavior of FDM printed components. Among the
others, Croccolo et al. [12] developed a mathematical model to
predict strength and stiffness properties of FDM 3D printed
(FDMed) parts and validated the theoretical model trough a com-
parison with experimental results. Domingo-Espin et al. [13] pro-
posed a finite element analysis (FEA) of FDMed parts under a
constant load and validated the results with experimental measure-
ments. On the contrary, to the authors’ knowledge, modeling and
simulation of the printing process has been studied only in few
works. Zhang et al. [6] developed a three-dimensional finite ele-
ment analysis to predict part distortions and validated the results
through experimental tests, while Zhang and Chou [14] used the
same approach to perform a parametric study on the influence of
deposition velocity and layer thickness on residual stresses and
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final part distortions. However, in the aforementioned studies, no
complete information about the constitutive model of the adopted
material are given; furthermore, only relatively simple geometries
and deposition strategies are taken into account.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive simulation frame-
work allowing to simulate the FDM process starting from the real
printing process instructions also given as input to the 3D printer.
A commercial software (Abaqus v.17, Simulia, Dassault Systms)
is used to perform the analyses and simulate the printing process
through a sequential element activation. The influence of simula-
tion parameters, like the time-step and the meshing strategy, is
analyzed in detail; furthermore, we discuss the importance of
adopting a realistic constitutive law and temperature-dependent
mechanical properties for the considered thermoplastic polymer.
Suitable time steps and meshing strategies are adopted to simulate
the printing process of two ABS components and predict part dis-
tortions. Finally, the obtained simulation results are compared and
validated against experimental data.

2 Material and Methods

The overall framework of FDM process is shown in Fig. 1 (left
side). First, a model of the part is realized through a CAD software,
then a triangular mesh of the external surface is generated (STL
file) and used as input for the slicing software (e.g., Slic3r or
KISSlicer) to define all the parameters necessary to perform the
printing process: the filament deposition path, the deposition
velocities, the extrusion temperature, and the environmental varia-
bles. All these information are stored in a file, usually referred as
GCode. This file is used both to realize the printing process and to
perform the simulation of the part.

Relying on the information in the GCode, we setup a FEA in
Abaqus (v. 2017 Simulia, Dassault Systems) [15] based on a
sequential element activation scheme to simulate the entire print-
ing process. The analysis is divided in two steps. A thermal analy-
sis, solving the heat equation, is performed to evaluate the time-
spatial temperature field evolution during the sequential element
activation process. Subsequently, the resulting temperature field is
adopted as forcing term in a mechanical analysis, used to evaluate
residual stresses and part distortions (see Fig. 1 right side).

2.1 Sequential Element Activation. During the FDM print-
ing process, the nozzle deposits a semi-molten filament following
a predefined path contained in the GCode file. As an example, in
Fig. 2, we show a sequence of standard instructions extracted
from a GCode file realized with KiSSlicer.

The three necessary information, included in the GCode and
needed to perform the sequential element activation, are as fol-
lows: (i) the nozzle position, (ii) the nozzle velocity, and (iii) the
cross-sectional dimensions of the extruded filament.

We extract these information from the GCode file by means of
an in-house MATLAB code that directly write a suitable input file
for the finite element analysis, as reported in Table 1. Columns X,
Y, and Z describe the position of the centerline of the extruded fil-
ament at time t, while the last column contains the cross-sectional
area. The deposition path defined in the GCode file is, usually, not
completely continuous, since the nozzle, in some cases, moves on
the building plate without depositing material; such movements
are usually referred as travel movements. To be fully consistent
with the GCode file, during the sequential element activation, we
assume the area of the filament equal to zero in correspondence of
the travel movements.

The cross section of the extruded filament is typically charac-
terized by a rectangular shape with round corners, resembling an
ellipsoidal shape. For simplicity, we consider the cross section to
be rectangular with dimensions equal to the ellipse axes.

To realize the sequential element activation, a marching rectan-
gle, representing the filament cross section, is imagined to move
following the filament centerline contained in the GCode file (fila-
ment centerline coincident with marching rectangle center): if the
center of an element falls within the ideal volume described by the
marching rectangle, then the element is activated. Figure 3 shows
the element activation process for a single layer of elements.

Remark. To respect the physics of the problem, it is necessary
to adopt a meshing strategy in which the element height is equal
to the height of the extruded filament (physical layer height) or to
a submultiple of such height; furthermore it is convenient, but not
mandatory, to keep the element width equal or a submultiple of
the width of the extruded filament. With these precautions, we
ensure that the activated elements exactly match the dimensions
of the extruded filament. This topic will be discussed more in
detail in Sec. 2.6.

2.2 Thermal Analysis. During the FDM process, the filament
is extruded at temperature Tf and it is deposited on the building
plate Dp having temperature Tp. The building chamber Dc is kept
at constant temperature Tc. Due to temperature gradients, the fila-
ments exchange thermal energy with both the previously depos-
ited material and with the surrounding air in the chamber.

The time spatial evolution of the temperature field Tðx; tÞ is
governed by the well-known heat equation [16]

qc _T ¼ r � ðkrTÞ þ q (1)

Fig. 1 Overall framework of the FDM printing process. In the central part, the virtual calculation of the GCode
file from a 3D CAD model of the component. On the left, the physical printing process; on the right, the simula-
tion process. The GCode information are used both to perform the physical printing and the simulation of the
part.
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where q ¼ qðTÞ is the material density, c¼ c(T) is the specific
heat capacity, k¼ k(T) is the thermal conductivity, q is the internal
heat source, and t is the time. The initial conditions of the problem
are given by [17]

Tðx; 0Þ ¼ Tf x 2 Df (2a)

Tðx; 0Þ ¼ Tc x 2 Dc (2b)

where x ¼ ðx; y; zÞ is the position, Df is the extruded deposited
material, Dc is the building chamber, while Tf and Tc are the extru-
sion and the chamber temperature, respectively. On the building
plate Dp, we impose the following Dirichlet boundary condition:

Tðx; tÞ ¼ Tp x 2 Dp (3)

where Dp is the building plate and Tp is the imposed building plate
temperature. The Neumann boundary conditions of the problem
are defined as follows [17]:

k
@T

@n
þ qc þ qr ¼ 0 x 2 S tð Þ (4)

where S(t) is the external surface of the body (changing during
element activation) and n is the vector normal to the surface of
the body, while qc and qr are the heat fluxes due to convection and
radiation, respectively, defined as

qc ¼ hðT � TcÞ (5a)

qr ¼ KbðT4 � T4
c Þ� (5b)

where h¼ h(T) is the heat transfer coefficient, Kb represents the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and � is the emissivity.

2.3 Mechanical Analysis and Material Properties. In this
paper, we face the simulation of parts realized with a ABS fila-
ment, which is an amorphous polymer that exhibits a typical
thermo-plastic behavior [18]. In the incremental theory of plastic-
ity, assuming a small strain regime, it is standard to introduce the
following additive decomposition:

e ¼ ee þ ep þ eT (6)

Fig. 2 Sequence of standard instructions contained in a GCode file realized with KISSlicer

Table 1 Scheme of the input file for the sequential element
activation. X, Y, Z are the coordinates of the filament centerline
at time T. Extruded filament area represents the cross-sectional
area of the extruded filament, which drops to zero in correspon-
dence of the travel movements.

t (s) X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) Extruded filament area (mm2)

1351.68 109.57 88.14 7.40 0.10
1315.69 109.57 88.13 7.40 0.10
1332.44 109.57 71.38 7.40 0.10
1332.49 109.60 71.34 7.40 0.10
1335.29 112.40 71.34 7.40 0.10
… … … … …

Fig. 3 Element activation process. The elliptical extruded filament section is substituted by the circum-
scribed marching rectangle. The rectangle moves following the filament centerline. When the center of an
element falls into the volume described by the marching rectangle, then the element is activated.
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where e is the total strain, while ee; ep, and eT are the elastic, plas-
tic, and thermal strain components, respectively, defined in Voigt
notation as follows:

ee ¼ D�1r; with D ¼ � �
E

1� 1ð Þ þ 1þ �
E

I

ep ¼ krdev

eT ¼ a T � T0ð Þ1

(7)

where r is the stress (expressed in Voigt notation), E¼E(T) is the
Young’s modulus, � is the Poisson’s ratio, a¼ a(T) is the thermal
expansion coefficient, I is the identity, 1¼f1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0gT

, and
rdev represents the deviatoric part of the stress tensor:

rdev ¼ r� 1

3
tr rð Þ1 (8)

k is the plastic flow factor defined as follows:

k ¼ 0 if rvm < rp

k > 0 if rvm > rp
(9)

where rp¼rp(T) is the yield stress and rvm is the effective Von
Mises stress defined as follows:

rvm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

2
rdevð ÞTrdev

r
(10)

At the ambient temperature ðTa ¼ 25 �CÞ, the adopted material
properties correspond to a commercial ABS filament (see
Table 2).

In amorphous polymers, the glass transition temperature, usu-
ally indicated as Tg, marks the transition from the glassy to the
rubbery mechanical behavior of the material. This process, usu-
ally referred as glass transition, is different from the melting pro-
cess, because it does not involve a transition from a ordered to a
disordered molecular structure. The melting process, typical of
crystalline polymers, occurs when the ordered polymer chains fall
out of their crystalline structure giving rise to a disordered liquid;
instead the glass transition process, typical of amorphous poly-
mers, simply indicates an increasing disorder associated with the
molecular structure, since at the solid state the molecular chains
are not arranged in an ordered crystalline structure. Accordingly,
the glass transition temperature Tg influences the thermal proper-
ties of amorphous polymers. In Fig. 4, we show the variation of
thermal conductivity and specific heat with temperature in the
commercial ABS filament.

Furthermore, the glass transition temperature Tg has a great
impact on the mechanical properties of the ABS filament; in fact,
above this temperature the Young’s modulus and the yield stress
drop down to values close to zero [20,21]. Figure 5 shows the var-
iation of the Young’s modulus with the temperature for the con-
sidered ABS filament [20]. Following [22,23], the variation of the
yield stress in amorphous polymers can be described by the
following cooperative model:

rp ¼ rp0
� mT þ 2KbT

V
sinh�1 _e

_e0 exp �DHB

KbT

� � for T < Tg

rp ¼
2KbT

V
sinh�1 _e

_e0 exp �DHB

KbT

� �
exp

cg
1 T � Tgð Þln10

cg
2 þ T � Tg

 ! for T � Tg

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(11)

where rp0
is the yield stress at the absolute zero temperature, V is

an arbitrary activation volume, DHB is the activation energy, e0 is
a constant pre-exponenial strain, and cg

1 and cg
2 are the coefficients

of the Williams–Landel–Ferry time-temperature superposition.
Evaluating all the parameters in Eq. (11) is not a simple task and,
in addiction, no experimental data are available in literature for
ABS. However, a review of the studies dealing with the yield
stress temperature dependency of amorphous polymers shows that
(i) below the glass transition temperature, the yield stress linearly
decreases with slope m [24]; and (ii) above the glass transition
temperature, the yield stress can be assumed almost constant with
a value close to zero [21]. Accordingly, for the considered ABS
we assume a yield stress variation with temperature as shown in
Fig. 6, where m¼ 0.24 and rp¼ 1 MPa [21], for T > 100 �C.

Remark 1: Equation (11) was proposed by Richeton et al. [22]
to describe the variation of the compressive yield stress with the

temperature. However, in the present study, we assume that the
same functional relation is also valid for the tensile yield stress.

Remark 2. The filament as-deployed can be considered homo-
geneous and isotropic [11,25] but the geometrical structure at a
submillimeter scale, resulting from the deposition process,
implies, at the macroscale, an overall mechanical anisotropy. In
particular, several works [26–28] showed that both yielding stress
and Young’s modulus vary with fiber orientation and filament
cross-sectional dimensions. Assuming an orthotropic, transversely
isotropic behavior, such a dependence with fiber orientation is
usually more evident when observing yielding stress at macro-
scale (up to 30% in transverse direction compared to fiber orienta-
tion). As concerns the Young’s modulus, the decrease in stiffness
is usually less pronounced, resulting in variation up to 15% in
transverse direction compared to fiber orientation. Such data refer
to tensile tests performed on ABS unidirectional specimens at

Table 2 Mechanical and thermal properties of the commercial ABS filament at the ambient temperature

Property Value Property Value

Density 1040 kg/m3 Thermal expansion coefficient 9� 10�5 �C�1

Young’s modulus 1826 MPa Specific heat 1290 J/(�C� kg)
Poisson’s ratio 0.32 Thermal conductivity 0.15 W/(�C� m)
Yield stress 25 MPa Glass transition temperature 95 �C

011010-4 / Vol. 141, JANUARY 2019 Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 4 Variation of thermal conductivity and specific heat with temperature in the commercial ABS filament [19]. Tg represents
the glass transition temperature.

Fig. 5 Variation of the Young’s modulus with the temperature in the commercial ABS filament
[20]. Tg represents the glass transition temperature.

Fig. 6 Variation of the tensile yield stress with the temperature in the commercial ABS fila-
ment [21,23]. Tg represents the glass transition temperature and m represents the slope of the
linear part.
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ambient temperature. To capture the 3D-printed part anisotropy, it
should be used an extremely fine mesh (element dimensions much
smaller than the filament cross section) able to accurately repre-
sent the microstructure. In the present work we neglected the ani-
sotropy, but as confirmed by the obtained results, this assumption
can be considered acceptable.

2.4 Part Detachment Procedure. During the printing pro-
cess, residual stresses arise due to the constrained progressive
cooling of the body still under construction, in response to the
temperature decreasing from the extrusion temperature Tf to the
chamber temperature Tc. Similarly, during the cooling transient
after the printing process, residual stresses increase since the tem-
perature goes from the chamber temperature Tc to the ambient
temperature Ta. Residual stresses tend to induce a warping defor-
mation that is usually prevented by the adhesion between the part
and the building plate. However, if residual stresses are high
enough, they can cause part detachment, since the warp tendency
is not be balanced by the adhesion force.

Accordingly, a crucial point for a complete characterization of
the process is the evaluation of the adhesion force. This task can
be very complicated because the adhesion force is influenced by
local imperfections, impurities, and a nonuniform temperature dis-
tribution of the building plate, as well as by the chemical proper-
ties and the dimensions of the filament. A widely adopted method
to prevent the part detachment is to introduce, between the build-
ing plate and the part to be realized, a support structure usually
referred as raft. Raft basically consists of 4–6 filament layers, the
first of which is characterized by a filament of relatively large
dimensions. Typical values of the first raft layer height and width
are 0.6 and 1.8 mm, respectively. The dimensions of this layer
increase the adhesion force, thus avoiding component detachment.

When a part is printed on the raft, no detachment usually occurs
during the printing or the cooling process. In this case, in the pro-
posed model, we simulate the part as constrained in correspon-
dence of the supports, and at the end of the cooling process, we
remove all the constraints, allowing the part to reach its final
deformed configuration.

Instead, when a part is printed without preprinting the raft,
detachments can occur, most of the times during the cooling pro-
cess. In this case, neglecting the adhesion force evaluation, in the
proposed model, we consider the part as constrained during all the
printing and the cooling process; then, adopting a reverse engi-
neering approach, we remove the constraints only in correspon-
dence of the detachment points of the part.

2.5 Simulated Geometries. In this study, we simulate the
FDM printing process of two parts, shown in Fig. 7: a planar
spring (a) and a bridge model (b). In particular, we observe that
the planar spring and the bridge model have comparable dimen-
sion on the XY plane, while the planar spring presents a reduced
dimension along Z-axis.

The first model is printed without raft, and thus the adhesion
force plays an important role, while the second model is printed
using support structures (needed for geometry) and raft as usually
done in long printing processes (� 3 h).

For sake of completeness, we report in Table 3 the adopted
printing process parameters.

The 3D printer used for the present study is a 3NTR A4v32.
The machine is equipped with three extruders, which can be
heated up to 410 �C, through a ceramic heating component; a noz-
zle of 0.4 mm of diameter is used. The bed temperature can reach
120 �C, while the heated chamber can reach 85 �C. Figure 8 shows
the part orientation with respect to the printing bed.

2.6 Sensitivity Analysis on Simulation Parameters. The
FDM numerical analyses are mainly influenced by (i) the time-step
Dt, (ii) the meshing strategy, and (iii) the adopted constitutive
model. We now focus on the planar spring problem (Fig. 7(a)) and
we investigate the influence of the parameters listed earlier on the
simulation results, adopting the ranges discussed in the following:

(1) Time step. The printing process has been simulated with the
time steps listed in Table 4:

(2) Meshing strategy. As previously discussed, in order to cor-
rectly reproduce the printing process, it is necessary that the
typical element height is equal to a submultiple of the fila-
ment height. Accordingly, to be fully consistent with the real
process, the element width should be equal or a submultiple
of the filament width, but in some cases this meshing strategy
can lead to finite element models with a very large number of
elements (� 106), which requires very strong computational
resources. For this reason, we also investigate meshing strat-
egies consistent with the height but not with the width of the
deposited filament. In this work, we use a square base mesh
with variable height. Denoting with ly the filament width and
with hy the filament height (i.e., the element height), we
report the adopted meshing strategies in Table 3:

(3) Constitutive model. ABS properties needed for numerical
simulations can be divided in two groups: (i) physical prop-
erties, including density, heat coefficient, specific heat and
expansion coefficient; (ii) mechanical properties, including
Young’s modulus and yielding stress; all those properties
are temperature dependent. We always consider the
dependency of the physical properties on the temperature
and we investigate the effect of neglecting, or including,
also the dependency of the mechanical properties on the

Fig. 7 Geometry of the planar spring (a) and bridge model (b)

Table 3 Meshing strategies adopted for the planar spring sim-
ulation. In red, the meshing strategies consistent only with the
filament height. In blue, the meshing strategies fully consistent
with filament dimensions.

Meshing strategy Height Width

hy 4ly

hy 2ly

hy ly
hy ly=2

hy=2 ly=2

2http://www.3ntr.eu/
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temperature. Accordingly, in Table 5 we report the combi-
nations of the adopted constitutive models with the temper-
ature dependence of the ABS mechanical properties.

2.7 Validation. To validate the developed numerical frame-
work, we compare the Z-axis displacements obtained from the
simulation to the ones obtained from experimental measurements.
The reference value for z-axis displacements has been assumed as
the theoretical one from the CAD model. In particular, for the pla-
nar spring we consider the experimental results of four samples,
while for the bridge model we consider two experimental tests,
but, due to the high repeatability of the printing, we compare the
numerical prediction with just one experimental measurement.

For each model we evaluate the numerical errors in specific test
points. Figure 9 shows the test points for both the planar spring (a)
and the bridge model (b).

The error evaluation is slightly different between the two mod-
els. For the planar spring, in each test point, we consider the Z-
axis displacements measured on each sample ui

z and we calculate
the average Z-axis displacement um

z . For the bridge model, instead,

in each test point, we consider the Z-axis displacement uz meas-
ured on a single sample. Then, we evaluate the pointwise Z-axis
displacement errors. For the planar spring we calculate the differ-
ence between the average of the experimental measurement and
the simulation displacement um

z � uh
z , then we estimate the relative

error ðum
z � uh

z Þ=um
z . For the bridge model the procedure is very

similar, except that um
z is replaced by uz.

Finally, we estimate the global displacement error for each
model calculating the coefficient of variation CV of the obtained
data

CV ¼ SD

l
; with : SD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
N u�z � uh

z

� �2

N

s
; and

l ¼
P

N u�z
N

(12)

where SD is the standard deviation, l is the arithmetic mean, N is
the number of the test points, and u�z correspond to um

z for the pla-
nar spring and to uz for the bridge model.

Fig. 8 Layout of the printed parts with respect to the building plate: (a) planar spring and (b)
bridge

Table 4 Time steps adopted for the planar spring simulation

Dt1 Dt2 Dt3 Dt4 Dt5 Dt6 Dt7 Dt8 Dt9

Value (s) 8 4 2 1 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125

Table 5 Constitutive models adopted for the considered ABS filament. For each constitutive model, we remark the temperature
dependence of the physical and the mechanical properties. Ta represents the ambient temperature.

Constitutive model Physical properties Young’s modulus Yield stress

Linear elastic—1 (LE1) Variable Constant (Ta) —
Linear elastic—2 (LE2) Variable Variable (Fig. 5) —
Elasto plastic—1 (EP1) Variable Variable (Fig. 5) Constant (Ta)
Elasto plastic—2 (EP2) Variable Variable (Fig. 5) Variable (Fig. 6)

Fig. 9 Test points for the evaluation of the error between simulation results and experimental
measurements
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Sensitivity Analysis on Simulation Parameters. In this
section, we show the influence of the simulation parameters on
the thermal and mechanical analysis results of the planar spring
model. All the simulations have been carried out on an Intel Core
i7-6700 CPU 3.4 GHz machine, using 16GB of Ram and 4 CPUs.

3.1.1 Time Step. We study the time-step influence on simula-
tion results considering the meshing strategy M-3 and the consti-
tutive law EP2. Figure 10 shows the temperature and the Von
Mises stress fields during the sequential element activation and at
the end of the printing process, respectively. In particular, we
show the results obtained with the largest (Dt1) and the smallest
(Dt9) time steps. The element activation temperature should be
equal to the extrusion temperature Tf (see Table 6). We note that
the adopted time-step strongly influences the activation tempera-
ture: in fact, using the time-step Dt9, the activation temperature is
close to Tf, while with the time-step Dt1 the activation temperature
is less than Tf/2.

On the contrary, looking at the residual stress results, we appre-
ciate a low difference between the residual Von Mises stress

obtained with time-step Dt1 and with time-step Dt9; in both cases
the stress distribution looks almost coincident, except on the cor-
ners of the model where the time-step Dt9 allows to predict a
stress gradient that is not well predicted with the time-step Dt1. In
Fig. 11, we show the detailed variation of the element activation
temperature and the residual stresses for increasing time steps.
The activation temperature difference is justified observing that
the average cooling rate of an ABS filament, during a standard
FDM printing process, is close to 25 �C/s [7], thus to capture a
temperature variation of 1 �C, it is necessary a time-step lower
than 0.04 s. Consequently, adopting higher time steps, it does not
allow to correctly capture the temperature field time evolution
during the deposition process.

Fig. 10 Results of the thermal and the mechanical analysis obtained with the smallest (Dt1) and the largest (Dt9) time steps.
The time-step choice has a significant influence on the element activation temperature, while it has less influence on the
mechanical analyses results.

Table 6 Printing process parameters adopted for the planar
spring and bridge model

Geometry Tf (�C) Tp (�C) Tc (�C) Infill (%) Raft Supports

Planar spring 240 90 45 100 No No
Bridge 240 120 45 30 Yes Yes

Fig. 11 (a) Decreasing of the activation temperature with increasing time steps and (b) Von Mises stress (rvm) and stress ten-
sor components (rij) variation with time-step

011010-8 / Vol. 141, JANUARY 2019 Transactions of the ASME



Finally, in Fig. 12, we show the dependency of the computational
time on the time-step for both the thermal and the mechanical anal-
ysis. We appreciate how the computational time of the mechanical
analysis carried out with the time-step Dt9 is nine times higher than
the computational time obtained with time-step Dt1.

According to this results, we can conclude that (i) a small
enough time-step is mandatory to evaluate the temperature distri-
bution during the printing process; (ii) the residual stress field at
the end of the printing process is not significantly influenced by
the adopted time-step; and (iii) the computational time is strongly
influenced by the time-step choice, in particular with regard to the
mechanical analyses with time-steps below Dt4.

3.1.2 Meshing Strategy. We study the influence of the mesh-
ing strategy on simulation results with the constitutive law EP2
and with the time-step Dt5. Figure 13(a) shows the layers of the
sliced model, while Figs. 13(b)–13(f) show the adopted meshing
strategies. The filament height (i.e., the layer height) hy is equal to
0.35 mm for the first layer and to 0.2 mm for the other layers,
while the filament width is equal to 0.5 mm for each layer.

In Fig. 14, we show the results of the thermal and the mechani-
cal analyses obtained with the considered meshing strategies. In
particular, we show the temperature during the sequential element
activation and the residual stresses at the end of the printing pro-
cess. With the meshing strategies M-3 and M-5, we obtain very
similar results both in terms of element activation temperature and

in terms of maximum Von Mises stress; furthermore, the stress
field distribution is very similar for the two cases. Meshing strat-
egy M-1, instead, presents local modifications of the stress path in
correspondence of the corners of the planar spring, in comparison
with meshing strategies M-3/5. Looking, in specific, at the bottom
corner of the model, we observe that the stress gradient obtained
with the meshing strategy M-1 is significantly lower from the one
obtained with the meshing strategies M-3 and M-5. In particular,
the Von Mises stress difference between points A and B is equal
to 0.67 MPa with mesh M-1, to 4.02 MPa with mesh M-3, and to
4.13 MPa with mesh M-5. This discrepancy can be justified con-
sidering that the meshing strategy M-1 has a base dimension that
is four times the filament width; instead meshes M-3 and M-5 are
fully consistent with filament dimensions.

Finally, in Fig. 15, we show the dependence of the computa-
tional times on the number of elements for both the thermal and
the mechanical analyses. We observe that the computational times
have almost a linear behavior while increasing the number of ele-
ments. In summary, the choice of the meshing strategy is not univ-
ocal. We have shown that a finer meshing strategy, fully
consistent with the filament dimensions, allows to predict with
more accuracy stress gradients, although the computational
demand strongly increases. We suggest to use a finer meshing
strategy for small models, which require lower computational
costs and in which the local effect can significantly affect the
deformed shape of the part. On the other hand, in large models,

Fig. 12 Computational times variation (CPU time) with the time-step. A significant increase in
computational times is observed, in particular, for the mechanical analysis when Dt is lower
than 1 s.

Fig. 13 Adopted meshing strategies for the planar spring simulation, according to Table 5
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where the local effects are negligible in comparison with the
global dimensions of the part, we suggest to adopt a coarser mesh-
ing strategy to contain computational costs.

3.1.3 Constitutive Model. We study the influence of the con-
stitutive model on simulation results with the meshing strategy M-
3 and with the time-step Dt5. Since the adopted physical properties
are the same for all the constitutive models, no variation is
observed among the thermal analysis results.

In Fig. 16, we show the Von Mises stress fields obtained at the
end of the printing process. Since the cooling process has not yet
taken place, building plate and chamber temperature are defined
as in Table 6.

As discussed in Sec. 2.3 (see Fig. 6), for a given temperature,
the Von Mises stress must not exceed the corresponding yield
stress. The results of the analyses confirm that the constitutive
models LE1 (a), LE2 (b), and EP1 (c) do not allow to obtain
physically acceptable values of the residual stresses. The only
constitutive model that allows to achieve physically acceptable

residual stresses is the elasto-plastic model EP2 with the yielding
stress dependent on the temperature (d).

3.2 Validation. In the present section, we compare the dis-
placements, obtained with our simulation scheme, with the dis-
placements obtained through experimental tests. The samples
have been measured with a high precision laser scanner (Julight
S.r.l.), with spatial and vertical resolution of 200 nm.

According to the results shown in Sec. 3.1, we have adopted
a thermo-elasto-plastic constitutive law for both models, but dif-
ferent meshing strategies and time steps. The planar spring,
compared to the filament dimensions, is a relatively small model
in which the local effects can significantly affect the final
results; therefore, we have adopted meshing strategy M-4 and
time-step Dt6. Compared to the filament dimensions, the bridge
is a relatively large model and the local effects are negligible;
therefore, we have adopted meshing strategy M-2 with time-step
Dt3.

Fig. 14 Temperature and Von Mises stress distribution obtained varying the meshing strategy. Significantly different activa-
tion temperature is observed for meshing strategies M-1 and M-3/5. Local modifications of the stress path can be observed at
the corners of the model, between meshing strategies M-1 and M-3/5.

Fig. 15 Computational times variation (CPU time) with increasing number of elements. We
appreciate a linear behavior of the computational times both for the thermal and the mechani-
cal analysis.
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3.3 Planar Spring. Figure 17 shows a sample of the planar
spring after the detachment from the building plate; in particular,
we notice the warpage effect at the corners of the structure.
Figure 18 shows the vertical displacements of the upper surface of
the four samples, obtained through the experimental measurements.

We observe how the deformed shapes of the four samples are
similar; in particular, the highest displacements are found in corre-
spondence of corner A where the printing process starts. Further-
more, on the sides along X–direction, the samples show a very
similar displacements path.

Since the part has been printed without raft, in order to simulate
the part detachment from the building plate, we need to identify
the points of the samples that remain attached at the building plate
at the end of the cooling process. Knowing that the samples height
is equal to 0.95 mm (see Fig. 7(a)), it is sufficient to find the points
of the upper surface with Z-coordinate equal to 0.95 mm.

Figure 19 shows the points that remain attached to the building
plate and the points that are detached from the building plate. We
notice that the distributions are very similar for the four samples.

During the simulation of the printing process, we impose
Dirichlet boundary conditions setting all the displacements com-
ponents to zero on the bottom nodes of the planar spring; then,
according to the results shown in Fig. 19, to simulate the part
detachment after the cooling process, we remove the constraints

on the bottom nodes in correspondence to the (experimentally
observed) detached points. Since the detached points are not pre-
cisely the same among the four samples, we assume a point to be
detached if it is detached at least twice on the four samples.

We underline that, in general, the physical points do not match
the mesh nodes, so in order to state which nodes have to be
detached at the end of the cooling process, we need to interpolate
the measured points with the mesh nodes. We consider for each
node a square influence area with size equal to ly (i.e., the base
size of the element) and centered in the node. Then, we consider
the points that belong to the influence area: if the number of the
detached points is greater than the number of the attached ones,
the node is assumed to be detached.

In Fig. 20, we show the simulation results in terms of residual
stresses at the end of the printing process (a), at the end of the
cooling process (b), and after the part detachment from the build-
ing plate (c).

We observe a consistent increase of the residual stresses
between the end of the printing process and the end of the cooling
process. This effect arises due to the constraints applied on the
bottom of the model that does not allow the planar shrinking of
the part. After removing the constraints corresponding to the
detached nodes, we can appreciate the relaxation of the residual
stresses due to the release of the elastic strain energy.

Fig. 16 Von Mises stress at the end of the printing process obtained varying the constitutive model. (a) and (b) yielding sur-
face is not defined, (c) yielding surface is not dependent on the temperature, and (d) yielding surface is dependent on the tem-
perature. More details about the constitutive models are specified in Table 6.

Fig. 17 Planar spring model after the detachment from the building plate. Warpage effect is appreciable at the corners of the
component.
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Figure 21 shows the simulated Z-axis displacements at the end
of the printing process (a), at the end of the cooling process (b),
and after the part detachment from the building plate (c), respec-
tively. We appreciate how the model exhibits a shrinking effect
during the cooling process and how, after part detachment, the
deformed shape is qualitatively similar to the experimental results
proposed in Fig. 18. In particular, we can observe that the maxi-
mum displacement is in correspondence of corner A; furthermore,
we appreciate the same displacement path on the sides along X-
direction.

Finally, we observe that the displacements after constraints
removal are of an order of magnitude greater than the displace-
ments during printing and cooling process.

In Table 7, we report the Z-axis displacements of the four sam-
ples in the test points. We compare the experimental displace-
ments with the numerical ones and we evaluate the pointwise
errors.

We can observe that the highest pointwise error is found in cor-
respondence of point S-10 (see Fig. 9), where the simulation over-
estimate the experimental displacement of about 66.5%. In test

Fig. 18 Experimental measurements of the vertical displacements of the upper surface of the planar spring. Four different
samples have been considered.

Fig. 19 In dark, the points that remain attached to the building plate at the end of the cooling process. In light, the points
detached from the building plate at the end of the cooling process.
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points S-3, S-7, and S-8, the error is around 30%, while in the
other test points is always below 20%.

Finally, from the results of Table 7, we obtain the following
coefficient of variation:

CV ¼ 23:5%

Looking at the pointwise errors we notice that the larger errors are
caused by an overestimation of the displacements. The source of
this error must be sought in the adopted detachment procedure
(see Sec. 2.4). The real detaching process occurs when the stresses
exceed the adhesion force, thus part of the strain energy is spent
to break the constraint generated by the adhesion force. In the
simulated detachment process, instead, no dissipation of strain
energy occurs since constraints are simply removed in correspon-
dence of the detached points and, therefore, the numerical dis-
placements exceed the experimental ones. Finally, another
possible source of error may consist in a nonperfect matching
between the physical detached points and the finite element
detached nodes.

3.4 Bridge Model. The bridge model is significantly different
from the planar spring, since, even if the base sizes are compara-
ble, the height of the bridge is an order of magnitude larger than
the planar spring height. The bridge has been printed using rafts;
furthermore the printing process involves two important issues:

	 The infill path of the model is 30%, meaning that not all the
elements will be activated during the simulation;

	 The printing process needs support structures among the pil-
lars. In the proposed framework, we assume that, during the
printing and the cooling process, the component is perfectly
attached to the supports; as a consequence we do not simu-
late the printing process of the support structures, but we,
simply, replace them with perfect clamps in correspondence
of the bottom parts of the deck among the pillars (which
would be in contact with the support structures). Besides
leading to a much faster simulation, this approach is consist-
ent with the physical process because the last layers of the
supports are larger than the underlying layers and larger than
the bridge deck; moreover in these layers the adopted fila-
ment dimensions are larger than in the other layers. This

Fig. 20 Von Mises stress at significant time instants of the simulation. Residual stresses increase during the cooling process
due to the shrinking effect. Residual stresses are, finally, relaxed after the constraints removal.

Fig. 21 Z-axis displacements at significant time instants of the simulation. Displacements at the end of both printing and
cooling process are of an order of magnitude lower than the displacements after part detachment.
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solution increases the stiffness of the supports, favoring the
clamping of the bridge deck with the support structures.

Figure 22 shows the sample before and after the supports
removal. At the end of the cooling process the bridge is perfectly
attached to the support structures; after support removal, the
bridge shows a remarkable warpage. Furthermore, we observe an
anomalous indentation between the top of the external pillars and
the deck of the bridge. The physical supports removal can be con-
sidered an instantaneous process; therefore, our simulated detach-
ing procedure (Sec. 2.4) is fully consistent with the physics of the
problem.

We observe that the deformed structure is symmetric with
respect to both X–Z and Y–Z plane; moreover, when the bridge is
positioned on a horizontal planar surface, only the two central pil-
lars touch the planar surface, while the other pillars result
detached. During the simulation of the printing process, we
impose Dirichlet boundary conditions setting all the displace-
ments components to zero on the bottom nodes; then, during the
detachment simulation, we have removed all the constraints
except on the two central pillars. We remark that this assumption
does not affect in any way the final deformed shape of the model,
which could also be obtained with other constraint configurations
and imposing a rigid motion. In Fig. 23, we show the results of
the experimental measurements of the bridge.

We present the XZ surface (a) and a detail of X-axis and Z-axis
displacements of the upper surface of the bridge (b). In Fig. 24,
we show the simulation results in terms of residual stresses at the
end of the printing process (a), at the end of the cooling process
(b), and after the supports removal (c). During the cooling pro-
cess, residual stresses significantly increase due to the shrinking
effect and the presence of the constraints. After support removal

from the building plate, the residual stresses partially relax and
part deformation takes place. Furthermore, we can appreciate how
the highest stresses are located in correspondence of the interface
between the pillars and the deck.

Figure 25 shows the numerical Z-axis displacements at the end
of the printing process (a), at the end of the cooling process (b),
and after the supports removal (c). Looking at the displacements,
we appreciate a slight shrinking effect after the cooling process
and we notice that the deformed shape after support removal is
qualitatively similar to the experimental one. Furthermore, we
observe that the simulation is able to predict also the anomalous
indentation between the external pillars and the deck.

Figure 26 shows the anomalous indentation in correspondence
of the interface between the external pillars and the deck of the
bridge.

As first quantitative comparison between simulation and experi-
mental results, we study the characteristics of the upper surface of
the bridge after support removal. In Fig. 27, we show the X-axis (a)
and the Z-axis (b) displacements of XZ surface of the bridge. To ana-
lyze the upper surface of the part, we consider the Z-axis displace-
ments in correspondence of the center and the X-axis shortening.

The relative displacement error between numerical and experi-
mental measurements is equal to 5.9%. X-axis shortening is calcu-
lated starting from the nominal length of the bridge, which is equal
to 102.5 mm (see Fig. 7(b)). The relative shortening error between
numerical and experimental measurements is equal to 6.7%. An anal-
ogous procedure is adopted to evaluate the X-axis elongation of the
bottom surface of the bridge. In this case, the relative error between
numerical and experimental measurements is equal to 18.8%.

In Table 8 we report the Z-axis displacements of the considered
the test points. The experimental displacements are compared
with the numerical ones and the pointwise errors are calculated.

Fig. 22 Bridge model before and after the supports removal. A warpage effect
is clearly evident on the upper surface of the model after support removal.

Table 7 Experimental and numerical values of Z-axis displacements on the planar spring test points. The errors are calculated
between the average of the experimental results um

z and simulation results uh
z (measured in micrometer).

Test point u1
z (lm) u2

z (lm) u3
z (lm) u4

z (lm) um
z (lm) uh

z (lm) um
z � uh

z (lm)

ðum
z � uh

z Þ
um

z

(%)

S-1 315 254 331 397 324 376 �52 �16.0
S-2 226 219 245 231 230 269 �39 �16.8
S-3 305 251 329 243 282 382 �100 �35.5
S-4 412 353 337 393 374 348 26 6.9
S-5 323 273 302 293 298 268 30 10.0
S-6 341 263 412 387 351 372 �21 �6.1
S-7 242 201 315 145 226 296 �70 �31.1
S-8 351 248 298 367 316 412 �96 �30.4
S-9 214 227 302 295 260 256 4 1.3
S-10 234 241 206 332 253 422 �169 �66.5
S-11 424 553 622 578 544 508 36 6.7
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Fig. 23 Experimental measurements of the bridge model: (a) XZ surface of the
model and (b) detail of the upper surface of the model

Fig. 24 Von Mises stress at significant time instants of the simulation. Residual stresses increase during the cooling process
due to the shrinking effect. Residual stresses are, finally, relaxed after the constraints removal.

Fig. 25 Z-axis displacements at significant time instants of the simulation. A shrinking effect is detected during the cooling
process and the indentation between the external pillars and the deck of the bridge is evident in the simulation.
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All the errors are below 20% and in all the points the simulation
overestimate the numerical displacements. Furthermore, it is inter-
esting to notice that the errors of the bottom surface test points B-
1:B-6 (see Fig. 9) are higher than 10%, while the errors of the top
surface test points B-7:B12 are lower than 10%. Finally, we obtain
the following coefficient of variation:

CV ¼ 12:2%

The global simulation error is lower than the one obtained for the
planar spring. This result was expected considering that the
detaching procedure, in this case, is more repeatable, and thus,
more consistent with the physical one.

4 Conclusions

In this work, using the commercial software ABAQUS, we have
developed a FEA framework to simulate the fused deposition
modeling process. The simulation framework has been analyzed
in detail, with a particular focus on the sequential element activa-
tion scheme; furthermore, we have investigated the influence of
the simulation parameters on the results of the analysis. We con-
cluded that

	 The time step has a large influence on the the local tempera-
ture distribution during the printing process, while it has a
minor influence on the mechanical analysis results;

	 The meshing strategy is important to reproduce the real print-
ing process. A finer meshing strategy is suggested in case of
small models to investigate local effects, while a coarser
meshing strategy is recommended in case of large models in

which the local effects are negligible, where small and large
refers to the dimensions of the models in comparison with
the filament dimensions;

	 The constitutive model must be calibrated with accuracy. In
particular, temperature dependency of Young’s modulus and
yield stress limit must be taken into account in order to
obtain physically acceptable results.

With the proposed framework we have simulated two case stud-
ies: a planar spring and a bridge model, studying and adopting, for
the simulation parameters, a suitable trade-off between computa-
tional time and results accuracy. According to the real printing
process, two different detachment procedures have been consid-
ered and the limitations of each model have been discussed in
detail. We have validated the simulation outcomes through a com-
parison with experimental tests. We are able to capture correctly
the deformed shape of the models; furthermore, 23% and 12%
vertical displacement errors have been detected for the planar
spring and the bridge model, respectively. These errors can be jus-
tified by the adopted simplified modeling assumptions but also by
measurement errors. We showed that the temperature dependency
of some physical properties of the extruded filament, as the

Fig. 27 X-axis and Z-axis displacements of the XZ surface of the bridge

Fig. 26 Detail of the indentation between the top of the exter-
nal pillars and the deck of the bridge. The simulation is able to
predict this anomalous effect.

Table 8 Experimental and numerical measurements of Z-axis
displacements on bridge model test points. The errors are cal-
culated between the experimental results uz and simulation
results uh

z (measured in lm).

Test point uz (lm) uh
z (lm) uz � uh

z (lm)
ðuz � uh

z Þ
uz

(%)

B-1 1824 2074 �250 �13.7
B-2 961 1143 �182 �18.9
B-3 553 650 �97 �17.5
B-4 548 639 �91 �16.6
B-5 984 1136 �152 �15.4
B-6 1831 2023 �192 �10.5
B-7 1417 1469 �52 �3.7
B-8 851 874 �23 �2.7
B-9 409 437 �28 �6.8
B-10 413 427 �14 �3.4
B-11 841 855 14 �1.7
B-12 1402 1444 �42 �3.0
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yielding stress and Young’s modulus, must be considered to
obtain physically acceptable results and cannot be neglected when
performing FDM process simulations.

5 Limitations

The major limitation of this study lies in the execution of
numerical simulations without considering any type of adhesion
model between the first layer and the building plate. The introduc-
tion of any type of adhesion model requires the execution of com-
plex experimental tests, carried out at different temperatures, to
measure the adhesion force between the plate and the filament.
The procedure proposed in the present work is able to capture the
deformed shape of the printed component and obtain an accepta-
ble agreement with experimental data.
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